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Note: The text reproduced below was adopted by GRE at its forty-eighth
session and is transmitted for consideration to WP.29 and AC.1. It is based
on document TRANS/WP.29/GRE/2002/6, not amended (TRANS/WP.29/GRE/48,
para. 39).

This document is a working document circulated for discussion and comments. The use of this document for other purposes is the entire responsibility of the user. Documents are also available via the INTERNET:
Paragraph 5.2.1. (Russian only), correct to read:

"... нельзя отделить отражатель от рассеивателя ..."
(... the reflector and diffusing lens cannot be separated ...)

Paragraph 6.1.3. (Russian only), correct the misprint in the reference to Regulation No. 37 to read "Правил No 37".

Paragraph 6.2.1. (Russian only), correct the misprint in the reference to Class A headlamps to read "класса А" (not "класса 6").

Paragraph 6.2.3.2., note */ below the table, correct to read:

"*/ ratio of intensities \( \frac{50 R}{50 L} \geq 0.25 \)"

Paragraph 6.3.2.2., amend the words "the luminous centre" to read "the point of maximum illumination" and correct (Russian only) the misprint "0,6С" to read "0,6°".
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